Many KSI® Security Asset Managers (SAMs) and SWATBoxes are available in "Direct Control" versions. These are units from which the embedded systems that power our standard devices are omitted. This option can appeal to those who seek direct control over every position and door of a device without intermediary computing hardware and/or software.

Direct Control SAM is ready for access control, featuring clearly marked pass-through row boards with screw terminals for easy connection to an existing control system. In addition, Direct Control SAM can include almost all options* found in the standard SAM line, such as a variety of lock types, direct entrapment of important or master keys, compatibility with Tamper-Proof Key Rings®, and more.

This Direct Control SWATBox is housed in our same high strength shell but operates solely on an external signal from your existing access control system. Provide your own 12volt pulse to open the SWATBox™ on command.

*Smart ID and other options requiring an embedded system are not available for SAM Direct Connect.